FORENSIC CRIMINALISTICS
Semestral Work Topics

1. Forensic science organization in your country
2. Most famous criminal cases in your country
3. Most famous serial killers in your country
4. Where entomology helped solve the criminal case
5. Where odontology helped solve the criminal case
6. Where dactyloscopy helped solve the criminal case
7. Where DNA identification helped solve the criminal case
8. Where psychiatry helped solve the criminal case
9. Where autopsy findings were crucial for convicting the perpetrator
10. Most famous forensic fails
11. Sudden deaths in sports, and complications
12. Victimology
13. Most famous criminal case: Ted Bundy
14. Toxic substances as murder weapon
15. Ballistics
16. Mechanoscopy and trasology
17. Dactyloscopy
18. Biological evidence and forensic DNA analysis
19. Forensic doctor at the crime scene
20. Criminology – criminal typology